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Policies to support the
development
of intermodal systems

10.110.110.110.110.1 Defining and communicatingDefining and communicatingDefining and communicatingDefining and communicatingDefining and communicating
the policy stancethe policy stancethe policy stancethe policy stancethe policy stance

10.1.110.1.110.1.110.1.110.1.1 The challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challenge

In fostering the development of the intermodal sector, the challenge for
government is to develop a series of appropriate measures and policies
that are both consistent with its overall aims and objectives and meet the
challenges posed by developing an integrated multimodal logistics system.

A key task for government is to articulate clearly its role and expectations
with respect to intermodal transport. The private sector needs a degree of
certainty when making investment decisions, particularly those involving
infrastructure construction which have long lead times, significant capital
investment, limited salvage value and long payback periods. Government
can reduce the risk faced by private investors by developing and clearly
communicating its intentions with respect to such matters as:

the general role that government intends to play in fostering
intermodal development;
taxation and other financial policies that impact on intermodal
investments;
public infrastructure funding priorities; and
licensing and other regulatory arrangements.

Unless governments provide the required level of confidence that they will
meet their promises and obligations in the specified timeframes, potential
investors may seek more certain investment conditions elsewhere.

10.1.210.1.210.1.210.1.210.1.2 PPPPPossible roles for governmentossible roles for governmentossible roles for governmentossible roles for governmentossible roles for government

The general role that government may play in the development of the
intermodal sector may range from a wide-ranging involvement in the
operations of the industry to a complete ‘hands off’ approach in which
everything is left to the market.

A sample of some of the possible roles that governments may or may not
elect to play, and of actions consistent with those roles, is provided in
Table 10.1.
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Table 10.1: The range of roles and actions that government can undertake

The different roles government can play

nil support with creating a promotion public- regulation provision
national positive of access private of market of market
initiatives investment financing services

climate

Range of actions by government consistent with its chosen role

laissez send signals measures acquisition simulate and provide build own
faire do to industry to stimulate of land for participate control over operate
nothing about the the market access or in the the actions facilities and

future to i.e. labour future building of of the provide core
provide or fiscal projects new assets market and market
certainty reform operators services

10.1.310.1.310.1.310.1.310.1.3 PPPPPolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelines

What may be appropriate at one time and place may not be appropriate
at another, and indeed a strong case can be made that the role of
government should change over time in response to both market maturity
and institutional developments.

What is critically important is that:

the general stance that the government intends to adopt with respect
to the intermodal sector is clearly articulated; and
the nature of the actions that government is prepared to take in order
to support the development of the sector is communicated to other
actors, in particular to private sector investors.

10.210.210.210.210.2 Integrated network planningIntegrated network planningIntegrated network planningIntegrated network planningIntegrated network planning

10.2.110.2.110.2.110.2.110.2.1 The challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challenge

In many ESCAP countries a lack of inland transport infrastructure,
particularly road and rail connections between the main cities, their
adjacent ports and areas of production and consumption inhibits the
capacity of ports to reach hinterland markets. Poor infrastructure and
limited transport capacity are relatively high cost items for ports and other
companies relying on the services of ports. The limitations can affect
investor confidence and inhibit industrial development. This is particularly
significant in Asian countries because they are heavily reliant on foreign
investment.

Intensifying the problems of the cost of investment in transport
infrastructure to support ports’ capacity to reach inland markets is the fact
that only a few Asian governments have formulated integrated transport
management and multimodal transport policies. Governments are
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beginning to recognize that in utilizing logistics to create value, domestic
firms will also improve their international competitiveness and that this
is critical to underpinning a country’s planned future economic growth.

While these are promising signs that the need for effective, long-term
planning of an integrated transport system is being recognized, there is
still a tendency for resources to be spent inefficiently on the development
of transport infrastructure. In turn, this means that the transportation of
cargo, including containerized cargo, by rail is under-utilized in
comparison with road transport. This is even the case in places such as
China, India, Japan and Malaysia where some inter-city rail freight service
networks exist and offer a range of competitively priced services for
shippers and road transport operators, encouraging some competition
among the ports in these countries.

India and China, in particular, face significant transport challenges in
developing inland road, rail and waterway networks that can meet their
growing international trading links.

India

With growth prospects for container trade expected to be about 10-11 per
cent per year between now and 2006, Indian ports can anticipate
increasing their throughput from 3 m TEU to about 4.8 m TEU over the
next three years (second highest growth rate among Asian economies).
Given that almost two thirds or 3.2 m TEU of this trade will originate
from, or be destined for, locations 300 kms or more from the ports, there
is an urgent need to develop inland intermodal linkages between the ports
and the hinterland destinations. Currently, India’s railways handle about
40 per cent of total port throughput, and while the volume of
international cargo carried by rail grew by more than 13 per cent in 2001,
the switch from road to rail has not reached its full potential because of
inadequate infrastructure and institutional restrictions.

Concor is embarking on an ambitious investment programme of more
than 14 billion rupees over the next five years. The programme includes:
the acquisition of new, larger and faster wagons; improving existing
inland container depots while building 14 more over the next five years,
each with modern warehousing and distribution facilities; upgrading
railway lines, particularly those on the Chennai/Delhi corridor, to
accommodate fast shuttle train services to and from Delhi and its main
gateway ports on both the east and west coasts. While this investment
will go some way to meeting the country’s intermodal needs, liner
operators believe that significantly higher levels of government funding
are still required and that there is a need to relax the Multi-modal Transport
Act 1997 to encourage private sector investment in the country’s rail
business.
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China: The Pearl River, a short case study

Pearl River Delta, situated in the province of Guangdong, and forming a
triangle with the cities of Hong Kong, Macau and Guangzhou, is critical
to the industrial development of China. It is at the centre of three special
economic zones (SEZ) – Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shantou – which have
experienced double digit export growth over the last four years and
account for about 40 per cent of the value of China’s exports. Hence the
ports of the Pearl River Delta are crucial southern gateways to the
country’s hinterland, especially given the fact that big manufacturers
including Proctor and Gamble, Nestle, Coca-Cola, Mitsubishi, Honda,
PepsiCo and Colgate Palmolive have their production bases here. To meet
the massively growing demand for integrated transport services in the
Guangdong province, the Chinese government is investing in new roads,
bridges, terminals and information technology networks.

While the growth in infrastructure has been enormous, it has not been
without its critics. Regional planners have criticized a lack of overall
planning, fed by rivalry among cities and regions, which has led to
construction of too many roads, airports and ports. This in turn has meant
that these facilities are working below capacity.

10.2.210.2.210.2.210.2.210.2.2 PPPPPolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelines

Governments can assist the development of effective intermodal systems
by clearly identifying and communicating their aims and objectives for the
freight transportation network. In particular governments should identify
what they believes will be the most effective methods of moving freight.
This includes both the mode of transport and the freight path.

National infrastructure plans

The development of national infrastructure plans is a common way of
involving relevant stakeholders. However, it has only been recent practice
for non-industry stakeholders such as community groups to be involved
in their creation.

The intermodal network needs to be compatible with the rest of the
transport network and therefore its impact on the transport system needs
to be assessed. Key questions that need to be asked during the
development of a national infrastructure plan include:

Are the road and rail capacities adequate for the volume that the intermodal
network will generate?
Will there be a need for complementary infrastructure?
Can connectors to the port and related facilities be readily obtained?
Is scheduling an issue that needs to be addressed i.e. conflict with passenger
trains and other non-freight transport services?
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Can access and land needs be met both now and in the future?
What are competing priorities for the land or assets? Key threats include
urban encroachment or other activities which would be in conflict with
intermodal activities.

To be effective a national infrastructure plan should contain the following
elements:

identification of the current and future freight tasks;
the drivers behind the growth and any known or foreseeable
impediments to the future growth in freight;
the location of the freight task, both current and into the future for
both upstream and downstream paths;
the current and planned capacities and methods for handling the
freight task;
the gaps between capacity and demand for freight services;
the translation of the identified gap into a series of infrastructure
projects that include the allocation of land and access for new
infrastructure development;
the arrangements for access to facilities, i.e. are they going to be
common or dedicated users;
the cost recovery/pricing mechanisms and other commercial
arrangements for users;
the level of government control and governance arrangements that will
be imposed; and
the timelines and phases for the delivery of the infrastructure
development.

10.310.310.310.310.3 Prioritization of funding of strategicPrioritization of funding of strategicPrioritization of funding of strategicPrioritization of funding of strategicPrioritization of funding of strategic
infrastructure developmentinfrastructure developmentinfrastructure developmentinfrastructure developmentinfrastructure development

10.3.110.3.110.3.110.3.110.3.1 The challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challenge

Investment in intermodal facilities and networks is often so large that
decisions are only undertaken with government initiative or support. This
is most likely to be the case in less developed countries where private
capital is scarce, and in the early phases of intermodal development where
concepts are seen by the private sector as unproven, and therefore high
risk in a particular context.

The typical constraints on the number and size of public sector
investments mean that governments have to prioritize their spending. This
means that, although the government can control the location of a facility,
it will usually be relying on the private sector to commit to building
complementary services and facilities.
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10.3.210.3.210.3.210.3.210.3.2 PPPPPolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelines

Governments can help to ensure that public funds committed to the
development of intermodal facilities are optimized by:

developing clear criteria for assessment of public sector intermodal
developments, including, but not limited to, cost benefit analysis; and
developing clear procedures for the consistent application of these
criteria.

10.410.410.410.410.4 Enhancing the role of railEnhancing the role of railEnhancing the role of railEnhancing the role of railEnhancing the role of rail

10.4.110.4.110.4.110.4.110.4.1 The challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challenge

The combination of rapid growth in the container sector in many ESCAP
countries and underdeveloped and congested road networks implies that
rail will play an increasingly important role in the inland movement of
containers. However, few rail networks in the region operate at anywhere
near world best practice. Improving rail efficiency will require both
extensive investment in infrastructure and structural reform of institutions.

A cluster of network limitations present serious barriers to the capacity of
ports to use intermodal linkages to move freight to hinterland markets
within individual Asian countries and between one Asian country and
another.

One of these is the fact that some links in major transcontinental railway
networks are missing, making end-to-end movements impossible for some
cargoes. Sometimes the missing links result from natural geographical
barriers, such as a lake or a mountain, or because the link has never been
constructed. Such is the case, for example, between the People’s Republic
of China and Myanmar. Alternatively, the links may cease to exist because
of political events such as those that have occurred between the Republic
of Korea and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.

To address these barriers, it is imperative that the traffic-generating
potential of each route compares well with the cost of constructing the
necessary infrastructure. Another challenge in addressing the barriers will
be achieving the necessary bilateral cooperation and understanding
between the governments of each of the countries concerned.

Another major limitation is the existence of break-of-gauge points along
specific railway linkages. A break-of-gauge occurs when the railways of
neighbouring countries have different track gauges1 as, for example

1 The track gauge is the distance between the inner surfaces of each rail and is
conventionally measured in millimetres.
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between the People’s Republic of China and Mongolia, or the Russian
Federation and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. However,
discontinuity of track gauge also occurs within individual domestic
railway networks. Such is the case, for example, in Bangladesh and India.2
Break-of-gauges always constitute interruptions in rail operations since
they impose additional stoppages to the movement of passengers and
cargo.

Table 10.2 summarizes the missing links in the TAR network, as well as
indicating the countries concerned and the status of the link. The corridors
present different characteristics in their configuration and operational
readiness. In the Northern Corridor, with the notable exception of the
missing link between the northern and southern parts of the Korean
Peninsula, there is a high level of operational readiness. In the Southern
Corridor, the numerous missing links hamper the development of
international traffic.

Table 10.2 Missing links on the Trans-Asian Railway

Between… And Status

DPR of Korea Republic of Korea Under construction

Thailand Cambodia Under consideration (within framework of
Singapore-Kunming Rail Link project)

Thailand Myanmar

Cambodia Viet Nam

People’s Republic of China Myanmar Under consideration (within framework of
Singapore-Kunming Rail Link project)

People’s Republic of China Lao PDR Under consideration (within framework of
Singapore-Kunming Rail Link project)

Myanmar Bangladesh

Myanmar India

Islamic Republic of Iran Pakistan Under construction

2 Dual gauging of tracks means inserting a third rail between the rails of the
broader of the two gauges. In a ‘composite track’ configuration, the inner rail
of one gauge is laid within the rails of the other gauge. This means that there
are four rails laid on two sleepers of extra length than those normally used for
the broadest of the two gauges.
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Table 10.3 shows the breaks-of-gauge that exist in the Trans-Asian
Railway network.

Table 10.3 Breaks-of-gauge on the Trans-Asian Railway

Between… And Gauge transition

The People’s Republic of China Viet Nam 1,435 mm ⇔ 1,000 mm

The People’s Republic of China Russian Federation 1,435 mm ⇔ 1,520 mm

The People’s Republic of China Kazakhstan 1,435 mm ⇔ 1,520 mm

The People’s Republic of China Mongolia 1,435 mm ⇔ 1,520 mm

Russian Federation DPR Korea 1,520 mm ⇔ 1,435 mm

Turkmenistan Islamic Rep of Iran 1,520 mm ⇔ 1,435 mm

Azerbaijan Islamic Rep of Iran 1,520 mm ⇔ 1,435 mm

Armenia Turkey 1,520 mm ⇔ 1,435 mm

10.4.210.4.210.4.210.4.210.4.2 PPPPPointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forward

ESCAP is facilitating the Trans-Asian Railway component of the ALTID
Project, a series of studies that aim to solve this and other technical
problems related to rail transport and to achieve seamless north-south and
east-west rail corridors between Asian countries and Europe.

In the Indo China and ASEAN subregion, the development of subregional
rail linkages, including the construction of the missing links between the
railway networks concerned, is being actively pursued under the
Singapore-Kunming Rail Link Project conducted by the ASEAN secretariat.
However, funding remains a critical issue. In the North-South Corridor
linking Northern Europe to the Persian Gulf, activities are being
undertaken by the countries concerned to promote traffic along the
corridor in an effort to capitalize on shorter transit times by rail as
compared to maritime shipping.

The development of the TAR network shows a growing acceptance that
rail has an important role to play in the national and international
movements of goods and people. A number of features speak in favour
of a greater utilization of rail transport in Asia:

Twelve of the 30 landlocked countries of the world are located on the
Asian continent with the nearest ports often several thousands of
kilometres away.
The distances linking the main origin and destination, both
domestically and internationally, are of a scale on which railways find
their full economic justification.
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There is a reliance on ports to connect national economies to the
world’s markets, with the need to clear landside port areas quickly to
avoid congestion, especially in the context of growing containerization
and the development of intermodal transport.
A number of countries are major exporters of mineral resources and
rail transport plays a crucial role in the related logistics.
There is a continuing surge in the volumes of goods being exchanged.
Rail has been recognized as an environmentally friendly and safe
mode of transport.

There are signs also that the importance of railways is being recognized
in China. A recent article published in a Containerization International
supplement on the Kowloon and Canton Railway Company notes that
‘putting more of Hong Kong’s containerized freight traffic on the railways
is a strategic objective of the Kowloon and Canton Railway Company’.3

The rail service network is also being expanded. Over recent years, the
Kowloon and Canton Railway Company has extended the scope of its
container shuttles, in conjunction with the Chinese Ministry of Railways,
and now operates to twenty-three locations in mainland China from Hong
Kong, China. In addition, the Company is offering a new international rail
container service to the Russian Federation and the Commonwealth of
Independent States, providing fifteen day transit times between Hong
Kong, China/South China and Ulan Bator, twenty days for Almaty,
twenty-eight days for Moscow and thirty days for Kiev.

While the company has made important strides towards developing the
intermodal side of the business, one of the factors constraining the growth
of its container traffic is the reluctance on the part of ocean carriers to
allow their containers to go deep into mainland China on the rail system.
This can involve lengthy delays, periods of unproductive idle time for
their container assets or misplacement of containers, which the lines are
understandably keen to avoid. As part of the government’s tenth five-year
plan, these issues are being addressed, but progress is very slow.

Part of the progress in China has included significant investment in the
planned development of a nationwide network of distribution hubs by the
Chinese Government. Complementing this development is the
establishment of agreements between the China Railway Container
Transport Centre (CRCTC) – the Ministry of Railway’s wholly owned
company that has responsibility for intermodal container transport – and
a small number of ocean carriers including OOCL, Maersk Sealand, Cosco

3 Regional Review: Hong Kong and Southern People’s Republic of China,
Containerisation International, May 2001.
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and China Shipping Container Lines (CSCL) to ‘run dedicated block-train
services between ports and selected cities’.4

Over the last two or three years all of these carriers have introduced new
intermodal services, including those for reefers that link inland cities such
as Chengdu, Harbin Xi’an and Kunming with the international ports of
Dalian, Yantian and Shanghai. Also, third party logistics operators, such
as APL logistics, have established joint ventures with road and rail
transport specialists in an attempt to win a share of the domestic logistics
market as a means of improving door-to-door service for their
international freight.

10.4.310.4.310.4.310.4.310.4.3 PPPPPolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelines

Governments of the region can address the challenges related to the role
that rail networks play in an integrated intermodal transport system that
combines the use of roads, coastal and inland waterways and rail in the
most cost effective and environmentally sustainable way possible. They
can:

set targets for a shift of container cargo from road to rail and make
the upgrade of rail corridors that link ports and strategic inland hubs
a national planning and funding priority;
liberalize investment policies to encourage foreign investment in
railway infrastructure, especially among transport chain stakeholders
such as shipping carriers, private port operators, railway companies
and logistics specialists that have an inherent interest in making long-
term investments in building transport networks that increase the
efficiency of the movement of import and export container freight
between ports and inland markets;
improve the national network of intermodal facilities and systems by
planning to integrate railways with ports, roads, warehousing and
distribution facilities, and electronic communication and software
development;
facilitate agreements with bordering nations and participate in
multinational initiatives such as the TAR project to address
international network problems such as break-of-gauge points and
missing linkages; and
foster more commercial management practices among publicly owned
railway organizations by setting national performance standards and
sponsoring training strategies that focus on multi-party relationship
development with their connecting ports, and other transport operators
that contribute to the development of efficient intermodal transport of
cargo between ports and inland markets.

4 Drewry, Intra-Asia Container Trades Dynamism Beyond Bounds, January 2003.
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10.510.510.510.510.5 Enhancing the role of inland waterwaysEnhancing the role of inland waterwaysEnhancing the role of inland waterwaysEnhancing the role of inland waterwaysEnhancing the role of inland waterways

10.5.110.5.110.5.110.5.110.5.1 The challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challenge

One of the factors that affect the capacity of Asian ports to reach
hinterland markets is access to inland waterways as an alternative to road
or rail transport for carrying freight. Inland waterways play a vital role
in the economic development of remote rural areas and in the welfare of
their inhabitants, who are usually among the lowest of low-income groups
in the region. In the absence of river and other forms of inland waterway
transport, many remote, underprivileged communities would be
inaccessible or too costly to service by other means.

Asia is generously endowed with navigable inland waterways. Some are
canals, some single rivers, while others form parts of major deltas. Some
of them, such as the Ayeyarwady, Ganges, Jamuna-Brahmaputra, Lancang-
Mekong, Volga and Yangtze rivers are world famous for the enormous
contribution they have made to national and regional development.
Others, including the Pearl River in People’s Republic of China, the
Mandovi and Zuari rivers in India, the Thanlwin River in Myanmar, the
Fly River in Papua New Guinea, the Chao Phraya River in Thailand and
the Red River in Viet Nam, are less famous, but equally important for
their contribution to national economies and people’s daily lives.

There are fifteen countries in the ESCAP region where inland waterway
transport (IWT) plays a significant role in transportation. There are other
countries which, despite having relatively low usage of their inland
waterways for freight transport (as compared with other modes),
nevertheless have enormous volumes of freight transported on their inland
waterway systems each year.

In the People’s Republic of China and the Russian Federation, the annual
volume of freight carried by IWT is about 690 and 155 million tonnes,
respectively. Use of the Yangtze alone is increasing at 40 per cent per
year. In the People’s Republic of China, the volume of containers moved
on the inland waterway system has grown at a significantly faster rate
than the container volumes carried by other modes serving port
hinterlands. In 1999, the volume of containers transported by inland
waterway transport in the People’s Republic of China totalled 1.88 million
TEU, up from 100,000 TEU in 1990 (a rate of growth averaging nearly 40
per cent per year).

Inland waterways are still an underutilized linkage in the transport chain
between Asian ports and their hinterland markets because of a number of
interrelated factors:
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inadequate draft and other natural impediments to navigation;
poor navigation systems; and
poor cargo handling facilities.

For example, 72 per cent of the navigable length of the inland waterway
system in Bangladesh provides for vessel drafts of 0.91 m or less during
the dry season. In effect this means that navigation of the major part of
the system is limited in the dry season to small vessels of 100 deadweight
tonnes or below. A number of initiatives are under way in Bangladesh to
either improve the depth of existing channels or to build new waterways
around Dhaka as a result of the just concluded five-year plan of the
Bangladesh Inland Water Transport Authority (BIWTA).

Apart from the effects of monsoon on channel depths, the natural
characteristics of some inland waterways can impede their navigability.
For example, until recently, nine rapids and ten scattered reefs in the
section of the Mekong River that borders the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic and Myanmar, severely endangered navigation safety. In a
project funded by the Chinese Government in 2002, these impediments
were removed so that 150 tonnes vessels can now safely travel through
the affected parts of the river.

Inadequate navigation systems impede twenty-four hours use of channels
in some countries. For example, about two thirds of the 31,000 km length
of Indonesia’s inland waterways are navigable, with the predominant ‘life
line’ uses in Sumatra and Kalimantan, where there is no rail system. IWT
freight activity is anticipated to treble to 20 million tonnes during the
current five-year plan period. Nevertheless, Indonesia suffers from a
severe lack of navigation marks and appropriate charting of the rivers to
permit greater time use of the system. This has been recognized and,
together with the Asian Development Bank, the Indonesian government
is addressing these issues. In addition a large number of new and
upgraded cargo handling facilities are being put in place.

10.5.210.5.210.5.210.5.210.5.2 PPPPPointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forward

Good examples of the potential offered by inland waterways are shown
in Europe where inland waterways are carrying an increasing volume of
container traffic across a number of international borders. More
particularly, the case study on Duisburg Intermodal Terminal is a good
illustration of the way that transport linkages can be forged between an
inland port and major coastal ports such as Rotterdam and Antwerp
through the coordinated use of rail and waterway transport by barge.

There are a number of projects underway in countries such as Bangladesh,
Thailand, Indonesia and the People’s Republic of China to improve the
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navigability and commercial attractiveness of inland waterways for freight
transport.

The Greater Mekong River System, one of the world’s great navigable
waterways, has long been under utilized because of the lack of adequate
infrastructure, navigational aids and lack of consistency in rules and
regulations. An agreement on commercial navigation on the Lancang-
Mekong River among the four Greater Mekong Subregion countries – the
People’s Republic of China, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic,
Myanmar and Thailand – that was signed in 2000 is expected to promote
substantial investment and river traffic growth.

As part of the Lancang-Mekong Navigation Cooperation Agreement, the
four contracting parties have constructed a number of ports to support the
emerging river traffic:

The Republic of China has upgraded three ports – Simao, Jinghong,
and Guanlei – that will serve both passengers and freight traffic.
The Lao People’s Democratic Republic set up a new economic
development zone near the Golden Triangle area, which consists of
construction of the Ban Mom Port, new urban area development and
bank protection. The port infrastructure was completed in 2001 and
others will be completed in 2008 and 2010 respectively.
Myanmar has designated two ports for international traffic on the
Upper Mekong River, Wan Seng and Wan Pong. In addition, a port
at Soploi has been built on the same scale as the Jinghong Port and
opened for operation in 2002.
The Government of Thailand is building two ports in Chiang Saen,
both of which are expected to be completed in the near future. The
private sector of Thailand has also built some terminals along the
Upper Mekong River in the Chiang Rai Province.

10.5.310.5.310.5.310.5.310.5.3 PPPPPolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelines

As with the development of railways and their related systems, so too
governments of the ESCAP region can foster improved use of inland
waterways and ports in Asian countries by:

including the enhancement of channel depths and navigation systems,
the introduction of coordinated shipping, rail and road transport
schedules, or the development of intermodal hubs at inland ports as
part of long-term plans for the development of national and
international intermodal transport networks;
promoting the role of inland waterways as an efficient and
environmentally sustainable alternative to roads through the support
and sponsorship of pilot projects that trial the use of barges for the
transportation of freight between inland locations and coastal ports;
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providing private logistics specialists and major manufacturers with
incentives to build intermodal facilities such as warehouses and
distribution centres near inland ports; and
liberalizing cabotage laws to allow foreign shipping companies,
increased flexibility to operate in domestic waterways.

10.610.610.610.610.6 The development of privately ownedThe development of privately ownedThe development of privately ownedThe development of privately ownedThe development of privately owned
intermodal facilitiesintermodal facilitiesintermodal facilitiesintermodal facilitiesintermodal facilities

10.6.110.6.110.6.110.6.110.6.1 The challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challenge

Intermodal facilities form an integral part of the broader transport
network. For intermodal facilities to function effectively, they must be
served by appropriate road and rail links. Additionally, in order to ensure
the efficient utilization of existing road and rail infrastructure – and to
ensure that local roads or already congested routes are not subject to
undesirable increases in traffic – the upstream and downstream impacts
of a facility should be taken into account when a terminal is planned. For
both of these reasons, it is important the development of intermodal
facilities be integrated into a broader national transport planning
framework.

Moreover, in many ESCAP countries, traffic congestion and air pollution
in urban centres is a major problem. Road safety and the damage caused
by heavy vehicles to national road networks are also significant issues in
many countries. Encouraging the transfer of freight traffic from road to
rail can make an important contribution to ameliorating these problems.
It may therefore be desirable to encourage the development of intermodal
systems for other reasons as well as to increase the efficiency of the
logistics chain and extend port hinterlands.

For all of these reasons, Governments may wish to take an active role in
influencing the siting and sequencing of the development of privately
owned intermodal terminal facilities.

10.6.210.6.210.6.210.6.210.6.2 PPPPPolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelines

Government can significantly influence the ability of a port to develop its
hinterland through the development of intermodal facilities. However,
when assessing a proposal for the development of a privately owned
terminal, the response of government should to the proposal should reflect
both the financial viability of the terminal and the contribution that the
terminal would to general government policy objectives. The relationship
between appropriate response, the financial viability of the development,
and the impact of the development on government policy objectives is
shown in Figure 10.1.
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Figure 10.1 Decision matrix for government actions

Possible responses can be classified into four broad categories.

Facilitation of the development by coordination through approval
processes

Governments could undertake a number of measures that would
enable the intermodal network to be established quickly and to operate
with a minimum of intrusion or control. Facilitation may involve
expedition of planning processes, the harmonization of industrial
relations, the improvement of connectivity, and the reservation of land
for future growth. Governments’ ability to facilitate is considerable and
the actions that governments can take range from passive acquiescence
to active participation and leadership.

Support of the development through financial or commercial
mechanisms

This assistance might include direct financial support or subsidy of
loss making operations, and direction to government agencies to use
or assist its services. Support could also take the form of improved
connectivity, such as enhanced transport links, which may be partially
charged to the operators.

Mitigation or control measures to be applied to lessen undesirable
aspects of the terminal development

In this circumstance the intermodal network proposal conflicts with
government policies in such a way that in its original form, the
intermodal network should not be allowed to occur. The only way for
the proposal to be developed is if there are adjustments by way of
agreed controls, such as regulation of market activities such as price
and access rules or other mitigation strategies that are agreed between
the government and the proponent.
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Rejection of the development

The government does not support the intermodal network, as it
believes the case for the proposal is not compelling and the conflicts
with government policies cannot be resolved.

10.710.710.710.710.7 Public private partnershipsPublic private partnershipsPublic private partnershipsPublic private partnershipsPublic private partnerships

10.7.110.7.110.7.110.7.110.7.1 The challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challenge

For ports to be able to expand their markets into regions that are located
many kilometres away, they need to be able to link their dock-based
facilities with rail, road and, sometimes, inland waterway facilities. They
also need to integrate with facilities provided by allied logistics services,
such as warehouse and distribution hubs that rely on complex and
sophisticated infrastructure and systems.

It is beyond the reach of most governments to finance all of the required
investment by conventional public funding means. Estimates of port
infrastructure investment requirements for East Asia alone are more than
US$1,800 billion for the current decade. The aggregation of government
spending, international aid and official lending is insufficient to meet this
estimated demand.

Although developed economies have experienced a dramatic growth in
private investment in transport infrastructure, only 16 Asian developing
countries in the ESCAP region have some sort of private sector
involvement in transport infrastructure projects, and seven Asian
developing countries – People’s Republic of China, Malaysia, Republic of
Korea Philippines, Indonesia, India and Thailand – accounted for 95 per
cent of all private sector investments, and 97 per cent of transport sector
investments in Asian developing countries. Among this group of six
countries, People’s Republic of China, Malaysia and the Republic of Korea
accounted for more than 78 per cent of investment commitments in the
transport sector.

10.7.210.7.210.7.210.7.210.7.2 PPPPPointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forwardointers to the way forward

A small number of Asian country governments are leading the way by
supporting effective public-private sector investment partnerships. These
are the Republic of Korea, the Philippines, Bangladesh and India (at a
provincial level)5 where private sector participation in infrastructure
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development has concentrated. The governments of these countries have
developed special units that have been successful in playing a ‘catalytic’
role in promoting and implementing private projects.

In an attempt to promote private sector investment in the country’s
infrastructure development, the government of Bangladesh has undertaken
the Private Sector Infrastructure Development Project, which consists of
two components, project financing and transaction development. Through
the Ministry of Finance, two facilitative bodies have been established to
implement these two components. The first of these, the Infrastructure
Development Company was established in 1997 with the assistance of the
International Development Agency. A non-banking financial institution, in
which its share capital is full subscribed by the government, one of the
main functions of this company is to provide loans for private
infrastructure projects or refinancing for small projects implemented by
NGOs and other private entities, but so far it has not supported any
transport sector projects.6

To attract private investors to fund infrastructure projects at both the
national and the provincial government levels, the Republic of Korea
introduced the Private Participation in Infrastructure (PPI) Act 1999. The
intention of the Act is to promote, facilitate and guide private sector
participation for both solicited and unsolicited projects. By September
2002, regulations had been developed to frame the establishment of two
separate bodies that will implement the intentions of the Act: a policy
making body called the Private Investment Project Committee which will
be led by the Minister for Planning and Finance; and the Private
Infrastructure Investment Centre of Korea (PICKO), the role of which is
to provide a one-stop-shop service based on uniform criteria for evaluation
and negotiation.

10.7.310.7.310.7.310.7.310.7.3 PPPPPolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelines

Government can expand the quantity of capital available for intermodal
development by:

developing policies that will encourage private sector participation in
infrastructure development; and
identifying and structuring projects for private sector participation,
including, but not limited to, BOT projects.
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In order to ensure that this capital is wisely spent and the economic
return to the country from the developments is maximized, it is important
to develop relevant skills in public sector officials in areas such as the
identification and packaging of BOT projects, as well as contract
negotiation and management. Some countries have found it helpful to
concentrate expertise in a central agency responsible for all PPP projects.
This is the approach favoured by the major international lending
institutions.

This central agency may undertake a range of related functions, including:

identifying and preparing projects;
screening projects and debating issues related to project choice and
implementation;
overcoming obstacles to project development (including those related
to policy);
reducing risk and uncertainties for private sector participation by
defining project cycle times;
conducting pre-feasibility and feasibility studies, and recommending
public-private partnership risk sharing options;
establishing the terms of agreements covering the allocation of risk
between the state and private investors;
monitoring progress of projects;
intervening on behalf of a government agency or acting as a facilitator
to help solve a problem related to a particular project; and
contributing to the development of new legislation related to PPPS.

10.810.810.810.810.8 TTTTTechnologyechnologyechnologyechnologyechnology

10.8.110.8.110.8.110.8.110.8.1 The challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challengeThe challenge

Technical systems and their operation and management are now key
issues for government as they form not only a source of competitive
advantage, but in many cases they are a minimum condition of operating.
Technical systems include information systems, track and trace
technologies, and security systems such as access control and surveillance
technologies.

There are two key issues that are potentially in conflict that will have to
be managed for effective market operation and to prevent the locking out
of smaller market players:

ensuring that technical systems are compatible with international
systems, including compulsory security and customs data; and
ensuring that technical systems are open to all industry participants at
a reasonable cost.
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The rise of global information standards including Internet and dedicated
e-commerce systems, in particular the development of proprietary
business-to-business (B2B) platforms, poses significant challenges for both
industry participants and governments.

The costs of developing and deploying new systems have seen them often
limited to the larger operators and there are concerns in a number of areas
that the technical systems might be used to entrench or enhance market
dominance. The key issues include:

the costs of gaining access to key information systems, for example
freight information or vehicle booking systems;
the use of technical systems to favour related parties or alliance
partners over other groups when the system manages pick up or
deliver schedules; and
the use of market power to prevent or reduce the deployment of new
technology as it could weaken the position of dominant players.

10.8.210.8.210.8.210.8.210.8.2 PPPPPolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelinesolicy guidelines

Governments can take a number of steps to reduce the anti-competitive
use of technical systems including:

the insistence on using open source technologies for information
systems and software;
ensuring that critical information is passed using common protocols
such as XML languages, thus limiting the opportunity for the
development of proprietary technical systems;
when developing standards for reporting to government agencies such
as customs, quarantine and security agencies, ensuring that
information requirements are not limited to a proprietary system,
rather that the information and technical integration can occur from a
range of platforms;
sponsoring pilot programmes for the introduction of common user
platforms for information interchange; and
supporting industry training in the use of open platform technologies.
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